Introduction
and B cell receptor (immunoglobulin) genes caused by deficiencies in the Recombinase activating gene (Rag)1 or Rag2, or in Artemis, a protein involved in the non-homologous end joining repair pathway, leads to the B(-) SCID subtype and accounts for 30% of SCID cases 6 .
While lacking mature B cells, these patients exhibit normal numbers of precursor B cells 7, 8 .
Allogeneic Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation (HSCT) is the therapy of choice
for SCID patients, who, if untreated, die within the first year of life. In the absence of a myeloablative conditioning regimen, there is a split chimerism in most SCID patients (>80%)
with T cells and natural killer (NK) cells being of donor origin in patients with a NK-B+ type of SCID 9, 10 . All other leukocytes subsets as well as hematopoietic lineages are of host origin in most of the cases. This chimerism pattern is unique compared to classical settings of HSCT and indicate that hematopoiesis remains of host origin 11 , despite HSCT. A consequence of this split chimerism is the usual absence of donor B-cells. In the survey realized by Haddad et al 10 on 116 european patients, none of the B(-) and half of the B(+) SCID patients, who did not receive a conditioning regimen, developed some B-cell function. Similarly, in a singlecenter study conducted by Buckley et al that involved 89 SCID patients, forty-five of seventytwo surviving patients who received an HSCT without conditioning regimen were still receiving immunoglobulin replacement therapy at the last evaluation 12 , despite the presence of donor T cells, indicating insufficient restoration of the B cell compartment. Improving B cell reconstitution after HSCT would significantly reduce the morbidity rate of B(-) SCID patients 13 . The poor B cell reconstitution in B(-) SCID (relative to B(+) SCID subtypes) could relate to differences in the biology of host B cell precursors. 
Sca1
+ cKit + (LSK) population was isolated to greater than 95% purity using a MOFLO high-speed cell sorter (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark.).
Ten thousand LSK cells were injected via the retro-orbital vein into non-irradiated recipients, which were analyzed 10 weeks later. 3Gy irradiated Rag 2° mice were analysed by serial monthly bleedings up to six months after transplantation.
Flow Cytometry Analysis
Cells were isolated from BM, spleen, and peritoneal cavity. 
Results

Analysis of early B cell precursors in alymphoid mice
We tested the hypothesis that competition in the early B cell precursor compartment might condition HSC engraftment and subsequent B cell reconstitution in mice after unconditioned HSCT. We first analyzed early B cell development in two mouse strainsRag2° 15 and Rag2° c° mice 16 
B cell development is conditioned by early B cells but independent of NK cells
These results indicate that B cell reconstitution after HSCT into unconditioned recipients is more efficient in Rag2° c° than in Rag2° recipients, which supports the idea that endogenous B cell precursors could condition the generation of donor-derived B cells. To validate this hypothesis, we determined the efficiency of B cell reconstitution after transfer of hematopoietic precursors into unconditioned Rag2° hosts compared to Rag2° hosts conditioned with low-dose irradiation (3Gy). We found that the low-dose conditioning regimen allowed for a 40-fold increase in peripheral B cell numbers, while the effect on T cell reconstitution was clearly less pronounced ( Figure 5A and B).
We next considered if factors other than the differences in the endogenous B cell HSC chimerism was very low in Rag2°IL2R ° mice (at levels similar to that observed in Rag2° and Rag2° c° mice), while HSC chimerism was somewhat higher in Flt3°IL7R ° recipients (Table 1) . Nevertheless, the differences in donor HSC chimerism cannot explain the striking differences in B cell restoration in the four types of recipient mice, which is clearly correlated with a deficiency in the development of the B cell precursor compartment (Table   1 ).
For These observations suggest that the degree of HSC engraftment might not be the only critical factor in determining the efficiency of B cell reconstitution after unconditioned HSCT. The ability to compete out recipient early pro-B cell precursors also appears to be a limiting factor.
In this respect, early B cell precursors from Flt3°IL7R ° as well as Rag2° c° are clearly at a competitive disadvantage compared to wild type precursors due to their inability to proliferate in response to IL7.
Can we extrapolate the results from our mouse studies to propose new therapeutic This proposed strategy could be tested in the experimental models we have described before any clinical application. As such, these mutant mouse strains provide valuable models to test new approaches in order to improve the current results of HSCT for inherited primary immunodeficiencies such as SCID.
HSCT options to SCID patients? Clinical transplantation studies have shown a mild
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